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Abstract: This paper explores the analysis of survey data with multiple response variables. 
After describing the problem with analysis of multiple response variables, the historical 
developments in identifying and analyzing multiple response variables, based on an extensive 
literature review, are discussed. After we explored the developments in this area from 1968 to 
2008, we employed the first Order Rao-Scott Corrected Chi-Square to analyze a recently 
collected set of data on the practice of Enterprise System (ES) implementation among North 
American large corporations. The data analyzes the success of ES implementation, challenges 
of ES implementation, and the success of utilization of ES across two categories of firms: 
process-oriented and not process-oriented. The first Order Rao-Scott Corrected Chi-Square 
confirms that process-oriented firms in our sample are more successful in implementing the ES, 
face fewer challenges in implementing the ES, and are more successful in utilizing the ES. 
 
Key words: Complex Survey Data; Enterprise System Implementation; Empirical; Multiple 
Response Variable; Categorical Data 
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1. Introduction 
 

Analyzing complex data collected from the surveys is one of the challenges facing 
the researchers. The complexity of the data is a multifaceted issue and has different 
implications. One of these challenges (facets) comes when researchers working with 
categorical data are working with multiple response variables.  This problem arises when, for 
a single observation, a variable or some variables may be classified into more than one 
category. We should note that the cause of this type of complexity is “the multiple-response 
nature of the data, not from the sampling mechanism” or the design of the questionnaire 
(Thomas and Decady, 2004). When more than one answer may be selected by the 
respondents, the response for a single observation can be classified into more than one 
category. The problem of multiple response variables can be observed and studied in n-way 
contingency tables. The focus of this study is on the problem of multiple response variables 
in two-way contingency tables, while the situation of Enterprise System (ES) implementation 
presents a case of single-by-multiple marginal independence. The research problem is 
explained in section two by presenting a generic example. The next section explores the 
historical developments in identifying and understanding the multiple response variables in 
categorical data analysis. Section four presents the application of new statistical tools in 
analyzing data recently collected from a sample of large North American firms; the data is 
examined to determine the success in implementing ES, the challenges of implementing ES, 
and the success of utilizing ES. Finally, section five presents the conclusion and gives 
suggestions for future studies. 
 

2. The Problem with Multiple Response Variables  
in Categorical Data Analysis 
 

The issue of multiple response variables is becoming more and more visible and, 
therefore, has attracted the attention of researchers and practitioners, specifically in the past 
decade. For example, in a recent guideline prepared by the Australian Institute of Health 
and Welfare for those involved in collecting and presenting the data regarding alcohol and 
other drug treatment, the issue of multiple response variables as an “indigenous status 
question” has been identified (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare working paper, 
2008).  

Although the existence of multiple response variables may be easily identified, the 
implication of analyzing multiple response variables has received less attention. There are 
numerous studies dealing with multiple response variables. However, in some cases, the 
researchers simply ignored the fact that when they are dealing with multiple response 
variables. Specifically the chi-square test is not a reliable test when multiple response 
variables are being analyzed. One example is the Stallings and Ferris (1988) study on public 
administration research where, despite the recognition of multiple response variables, the 
researchers have used the simple chi-square test to identify the difference between different 
categories of data. Decady and Thomas (2000) explicitly described two main reasons that the 
Pearson chi-square test is not appropriate in dealing with multiple response variables. Here 
we will describe the problem with multiple response variables using a generic example. 
Consider the 2x2 contingency table (Table 1). First, we assume that there are no multiple 
response variables. 
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Table 1. A 2-by-2 table of observations with no multiple response variables 

 Y1 Y2  
X1 a11 a12 a11+ a12=N1+ 

X2 a21 a22 a21+ a22=N2+ 

 a11+ a21=N+1 a12+ a22=N+2 =N=a++ 

 
In this table, the observed counts are presented in four cells. X is the independent 

variable and Y presents the response variable. The marginal values are presented by N+1, 
N+2, N1+, and N2+. In each row and column the marginal values present the summation of 
that row or column. The Pearson chi-square test is calculated by the following formula: 
 

 (1) 
 

We have the observed variables in Table 1. We also need the expected value of 
each observation, based on the marginal totals, for the ability to calculate the Pearson chi-
square. Table 2 presents the way the expected values are calculated. 
 
Table 2. A 2-by-2 table of expected values with no multiple response variables 

 y1 y2  
x1 (N1+* N+1)/N (N1+* N+2)/N N1+ 

x2 (N2+* N+1)/N (N2+* N+2)/N N2+ 

 N+1 N+2 N 

 
Here the two components of the Pearson chi-square are displayed: observed (Table 

1) and expected (Table 2) values. However, this presentation is based on the assumption that 
none of the independent (e.g., rows) and response (e.g., columns) variables have multiple 
response variables. 

Now if we assume that some variables can receive multiple responses for any row 
and/or column, then the marginal values of that row or column (there may be more than 
one of either) would be greater than the total observations of the variables. In this situation, 
the calculation of expected values using the model proposed above would be problematic. 
This is the first reason that Decady and Thomas (2000) gave when they stated that the 
traditional chi-square test is not appropriate for these circumstances. The second reason is 
that since one observation in this circumstance may yield multiple responses, the “standard 
assumption” of independence of rows and columns in he table is violated (Decady and 
Thomas, 2000). Further to these theoretical explanations, Rao and Scott (1981, 1984, and 
1992) empirically showed that “classical chi-squared tests are invalid when applied to data 
from complex sample survey because the complexities of the survey design violate[s] the 
assumptions on which these tests are based” (Decady and Thomas, 2000). 
 
3. Historical Developments in Analyzing Multiple Response Variables 
 

Previously, two main reasons were given to explain why the classical Pearson chi-
square is not appropriate for analyzing the complex survey data with multiple response 
variables. In this section of the paper, we explore how the researchers in academia deal with 
the analysis of the multiple response variables. To explore the evolution of studies in this 
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area, we conducted an extensive literature search. We used a number of academic 
databases to identify the data on the evolution of studies in this area. The following presents 
the result of our literature analysis. 

The analysis of complex survey data has been of interest to researchers outside the 
field of mathematics and statistics since the 1970s. For example, Irving Roshwalb (1973) 
mentioned the “need [to] improvement” of analytical techniques for handling the complex 
survey data. In the 1980s, advancements were made by statisticians to provide more 
sophisticated analytical tools. For example, Fellegi (1980) focused on the tests of 
independence in complex samples. As mentioned previously, the complexity of sample data 
has different dimensions and the focus of this study is on the “multiple response variables,” 
which is only one facet of complex survey data. It is not clear when exactly the problem of 
multiple response variables as a research topic and statistical problem was introduced. Our 
review of the literature in different domains showed that an early recognition of the attention 
to the multiple response variables came in 1968 in the work of Murphy and Tanenhaus 
(1968) in the U.S. Survey Research Center. In another study, Schriesheim et al. (1974) 
explored the development of response categories in the validity of multiple response 
alternative questionnaires. However, in these works, Murphy and Tanenhaus (1968) and 
Schriesheim et al. (1974) have provided no discussion regarding the data analysis; they gave 
basically a mention of the existence of the multiple responses due to the nature of the data. 
Not until the early 1980s did some statisticians publish papers specifically addressing this 
topic as a research issue. 

The review of the studies in this area showed that some of the studies have simply 
ignored the problems with multiple response variables in analyzing categorical data. An 
example is the study of Stallings and Ferris (1988) on the two categories of policy and 
management topics in the journal of public administration review, which was mentioned 
previously. In this study, while Stallings and Ferris (1988) recognized the existence of 
multiple response variables, they used the classical (Pearson) chi-square in their analysis, 
which is not an appropriate tool (as explained previously) for analyzing such complex data. 
In some other studies where the collected data could lead to the issue of analyzing multiple 
response variables in some cases, the researchers preferred to change the method of 
collecting or analyzing the data in order to avoid dealing with multiple response variables in 
contingency tables. While this approach is effective in avoiding multiple response variables, 
in some cases it may lead to partial collection of data. 

One of the early approaches in providing a tool for dealing with this problem was 
done by Umesh (1995). In his study, Umesh recommended the use of a modified pseudo-
chi-squared test instead of the classical Pearson chi-square test. Umesh’s recommendation 
was tested by Loughin and Scherer (1998) and the evidence showed that, under some 
conditions, this method fails to provide a strong control of test levels. In the late 1990s, 
Agresti and Liu (1998, 1999) advanced the understanding of the multiple response 
categorical variables. Furthermore, Loughin and Scherer (1998) proposed the use of the 
bootstrapping technique for estimating the p-value of their proposed statistic. This method 
attracted the attention of academia, where it was recommended that the Imhof (1961) 
methods of evaluating the probability density function (pdf) could also be used to estimate 
the p-value (Decady and Thomas, 2000). Further, scholars proposed solutions to continue 
exploring the application of bootstrapping in analyzing contingency tables with multiple 
response variables. For example, Bali et al. (2006) proposed a bootstrapping technique 
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considering the residuals of cells. While bootstrapping showed good control variables, 
Decady and Thomas (2000) tried to provide a simpler method that not only required less 
computation but also was more familiar to the practitioners. For achieving this goal, Decady 
and Thomas (2000) “cleverly draw the connection between the MMI (multiple marginal 
independence) testing problem and the Rao and Scott (1981) analyses of complex survey 
data” (Bilder and Loughin, 2001). They “note[d] the parallel between an application of an 
adjusted Pearson statistic to multiple-response categorical variables and the use of the 
Pearson statistic in non-multinomial sampling structures as studied by Rao and Scott (1981)” 
(Bilder and Loughin, 2007).  

Although Bilder and Loughin (2001) recognized the contribution of the modified 
chi-square proposed by Decady and Thomas (2000), they questioned the control of the first 
order modified Decady-Thomas chi-square. In 2004, Thomas and Decady presented the 
extension of Rao and Scott modified chi-square, which was based on the second order Rao 
and Scott test. This recent procedure showed a good control of the test levels (Type I errors). 
More recently, Bilder and Loughin (2003, 2007) helped to further advance this area by 
exploring the extension to multiple-response categorical variables, which was originally 
proposed (but not conducted) by Agresti and Liu (1999, 2001).  
 

4. The Case of ES Implementation: First Order  
Rao-Scott Corrected Chi-Square 
 

In this paper, the first order Rao-Scott modified chi-square has been employed in a 
case of multiple response data recently collected from the survey of large North American 
corporations (V. Kumar et al., 2008; U. Kumar et al., 2008). In this empirical study, the 
authors measured the following four constructs of implementing ES: 

• Process orientation 
• Success of ES implementation 
• Challenges during implementation of ES 
• Successful utilization of ES  

 
Each of these constructs is assessed by several measured constructs that are 

explicitly explained by the authors. Here is a brief description of the measured constructs. 
ES in this survey is defined by the authors as an integrated, customized and 

packaged software based system that handles the majority of systems requirements in all or 
any of the functional areas of a firm, such as marketing, finance, human resources, and 
manufacturing. Almost every medium and large organization has at least a number of 
Enterprise Systems (ES) modules, such as Company-wide Accounting Software Package, 
Marketing Software Package or Manufacturing Software Package. 

Furthermore, the concept of Process Orientation is described as “the activity of 
transforming an organization’s structure from one based on a functional paradigm to one 
based on a process paradigm. Business process orientation implies that the procedure of 
doing tasks in firms should be more cooperative and integrated towards satisfying the 
customers’ needs. This view is in contrast with the mechanistic functional view of the firm, 
which emphasizes the division and isolation of functions from each other and from the 
customers. While the challenges of ES include different dimensions of ES implementation, 
the concept of success is explored in two contexts: ES implementation and ES utilization. The 
questionnaire was sent to approximately 3,000 large North American firms. The survey 
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yielded a response rate of approximately 10 percent; 195 of the surveys were found to be 
complete enough to be used in a contingency table for the purpose of this study. 

For analyzing these data, a 2x3 way contingency table was constructed (Table 3). 
For the construct of process orientation, each observation can only have a single response 
(whether process-oriented or not-process-oriented); for the other three constructs each 
observation can be multiple responses. In other words, in each observation the firm, whether 
process oriented or not, is actually process oriented. However, irrespective of its process 
orientation, a particular firm that was observed may:  

• Be successful or unsuccessful in ES implementation,   
• Face or not face significant challenges during ES implementation, and 
• Be successful or unsuccessful in utilizing ES. 

 
Table 3. Contingency Table of Constructs of ES Implementation 

  
Success in 

Implementation 

Faced  No 
Significant 
Challenge 

Success in 
Utilization 

Total 
Responses 

Total 
Subjects 

PO 88 100 101 289 101 

Not-PO 71 36 77 184 94 

  159 136 178 473 195 

 
Marginal values in this contingency table (Table 3) clearly show the existence of 

multiple response variables in the data. In this case we are facing a single-by-multiple 
marginal independence. 
 
4.1. First Order Rao-Scott Corrected Chi-Square 

As described earlier, the use of traditional chi-square is not appropriate when 
dealing with multiple response data. Following Decady and Thomas (2000) in this study, a 
corrected Rao-Scott chi-square test will be applied. The corrected Rao-Scott chi-square test is 
presented as Equation 2: 

 (2) 
 
Where:  

χ2
c Presents the Corrected Rao-Scott Chi-Square 

χ 2
 Presents the Traditional (Pearson) Chi-Square 

 Presents the Correction Factor 
 

The correction factor ( ) was calculated using Equation 3: 

 (3) 
 
Where:  

m++ Presents the total count of multiple responses, which here is equal to 473 
n+ Presents the total number of subjects, which here is equal to 195 
C Presents the number of multiple response variables, which here is 3 (columns) 
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 = 1-(159+136+178)/(195x3)= 0.1915   
 

Additionally, the degree of freedom here is calculated as follow:   
(R-1)Cd.f. 

 
Where:  

R Presents the number of rows related to the single response variable, which here is 
equal to 2 

d.f.= (2-1)*3=3 
 

Now having , d.f, and the (Pearson) chi-square, we can calculate the corrected 
Rao-Scott chi-square as follows: 
 

X2
 = 12.47745    X2

c = 12.4774/0.1915 = 65        p-value=0.000 
 

Based on the corrected chi-square test, we have concluded that the process-
oriented firms, in comparison to the not-process oriented firms: 

• Are more successful in implementing ES 
• Face fewer challenges in implementing ES, and 
• Are more successful in utilizing ES. 

 
It is important to note that the traditional chi-square test also showed almost similar 

results in the p-value (see footnote 1). This was due to the fact that differences between the 
two categories of process oriented and not-process oriented firms were significantly wide. 
However, it by no means justifies the use of traditional chi-square in this circumstance, as 
was described earlier. 
 

5. Conclusion and Future Studies 
 

In this study, one dimension of complex survey data – multiple response variables – 
was explicitly explored. The analysis of multiple response variables in contingency tables is a 
relatively (as compared to some other statistical research topics) new research problem. This 
study presented the historical developments of the studies in this area. In reviewing the 
historical developments of the complex research data and, specifically, the multiple response 
variables, several academic databases were employed.  

The first order Rao-Scott chi-square was employed to analyze our data. The findings 
confirm that process-oriented firms in our sample – in comparison to the not-process 
oriented firms – were more successful in implementing ES, faced fewer challenges in 
implementing ES, and were more successful in utilizing ES. Furthermore, the first order Rao 
Scott corrected chi-square was employed to assess the results of the current survey data. 
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Table 4. Comparison of First and Second order Rao-Scott chi-square 

 
First order Rao-Scott chi-

square 
Second order Rao-Scott chi-square 

General Formula 
(Simple-by-Multiple)   

Correction Factor 
 * 

Degree of Freedom df: (r – 1)c df: (r – 1)c/(1 + â^2) 

*  : is an estimate of the variability, among the weights that takes the form of a coefficient of variation 

 
The comparison of first and second order Rao-Scott chi-square is displayed in Table 

4. In future studies, the second order corrected Rao-Scott chi-square test could be employed.  
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